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Market Overview Upward momentum in A-shares continued, this helped HK market to move 
higher, HSI added 76pts to 29,037 with HKD114b turnover. Near term 
direction will largely hinged on A-share performance.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Infrastructure Sector 
China has signed >100 cooperation agreements with Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) participating countries 
since 2013. A number of large infrastructure projects have started construction over the past five years. 
In 2018, the growth of trade between China and BRI countries continued to exceed China’s total trade 
growth. Market expects recipient countries to continually cooperate and launch more infrastructure 
projects under BRI in the long term. In the short term, the high debt level in BRI countries could impede 
further progress of large projects and launch of new big-ticket projects.  
 
China Heavy Duty Truck 
According to the preliminary figures from CVWorld, China’s heavy duty truck (HDT) sales volume in Feb 
was 75k units, staying flat YoY. The resilient sales volume was due to the restocking by distributors for 
the preparation of the traditional peak season in March. This was slightly better than expectation. 
Related stocks: Weichai Power (2338 HK), Sinotruk (3808 HK).  

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

CITIC Securities (6030 HK) 
Company announced a draft employee stock ownership plan, offering employees a maximum of 10% of 
total A- and H-shares. The company also disclosed its plan to acquire 100% of Guangzhou Securities from 
Guangzhou Yuexiu Financial Holdings (000987 CH) for RMB13.5b, which should increase its net assets and 
improve its market share in brokerage and margin financing businesses.  
 
Xtep (1368 HK) 
Xtep is partnering with Wolverine World Wide to develop the “MERRELL” and “SAUCONY” brands in China. 
JV will spend time to mature due to (1) initial strategic planning, (2) team building, (3) product R&D and 
design for localization, 4) market testing. Past experience shows that the JV will take three years to 
break even and five years to reach meaningful profit contribution. 
 
FIH Mobile (2038 HK) 
FY18 net loss widened YoY to USDUSD857m while revenue was up 23% YoY to USD14.9b. Note that 
management indicated 1H19 net loss will narrow YoY.  
 
Evergrande (3333 HK)  
Issued positive profit alert, management expects FY18 core profit to grow 90% YoY, attributable to 
increased sales and better cost control.  
 
Xinyi Solar (968 HK) 
Management revealed confidence of PV glass demand in 2019 due to (1) PV glass demand has been picking 
since 4Q18, (2) PV glass inventory stayed low, (3) increasing penetration of double glass and bifacial 
module will create new demand for 2.5mm PV glass. The Company expected grid parity will unlock huge 
market potential from 2020.  
 



3SBio (1530 HK)  
Announced the commercialization of two liposomal products in China offered by TLC, a Taiwan-based 
liposome company, which is eligible to receive up to USD25m for upfront and milestone payments for 
each product.   
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